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Characterization and Error Analysis of Profiles Retrieved 
From Remote Sounding Measurements 

CLIVE D. RODGERS • 

National Center ]or Atmospheric Research, Boulder, Colorado 

The characterization and error analysis of profries retrieved from remote measurements present 
conceptual problems, particularly concerning interlevel correlations between errors, the smoothing 
effect of remote sounding and the contribution of a priori information to profile. A formal 
analysis for profile retrieval is developed which is independent of the nature of the retrieval 
method, provided that the measurement process can be characterized adequately. The relationship 
between the retrieved and true profiles is expressed in terms of a smoothing function which can be 
straightforwardly calculated. The retrieval error separates naturally into three components, (1) 
random error due to measurement noise, (2) systematic error due to uncertain model parameters 
and inverse model bias, and (3) null-space error due to the inherent finite vertical resolution of 
the observing system. A recipe is given for evaluating each of the components in any particular 
case. Most of the error terms appear as covariance matrices, rather than simple error variances. 
These matrices can be interpreted in terms of "error patterns", which are statistically independent 
contributions to the total error. They are the multidimensional equivalent of "error bars". An 
approach is described which clarifies the relation of a priori data to the retrieved profile, and 
identifies a priori in cases where it is not an explicit part of the retrieval. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A well understood approach to characterization and er- 
1 ' For •xt•aySlS of '•] ..•.' .... .1 rc•.lcvcu .rom remote I pro,,es 

merits of the atmosphere is important for design of sound- 
ing systems and in guiding their cMibration. However, 
these are topics that have presented conceptuM problems 
for many workers in the subject, particularly in respect to 
the relationship between retrieved data and the reM at- 
mosphere, in presenting correlations between the errors at 
different levels, and in understanding the contribution of 
a priori information to the profile. As a result it is often 
difficult to make objective comparisons between different 
sounding systems, b•ed on the published literature. 

The purpose of this paper is to review the characteriza- 
tion and error anMysis, put it on a re•onably straightfor- 
ward but rigorous b•is, and give an intuitive description 
of the nature of the errors. The anMysis is carried out 
in such a way that it can be applied to any •nd of 
approach to the retrievM problem, not only statisticMly 
optimum methods. RetrievM methods m such are not dis- 
cussed; for a review of inverse theory in generM, see, for 
example, Menke [1084]. For a review with an atmospheric 
bi•, see Rodgers [1070]. 

The retrievM is characterized by explicitly evMuating 
the functionM form of the relationship between the r• 
trieved profile, the true atmosphere, and the various error 
sources. For smM1 departures from a standard profile, the 
retrievM can be viewed • a smoothed version of the true 

profile, with a smoothing function that can be evMuated 
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straightforwardly, leading to a natural interpretation of 
the concept of "resolution". 

The total error separates into components due to (1) 
systematic errors in the forward model and the inverse 
model, (2) measurement noise in the instrument, (3) 
components in the profile that the observing system 
cannot see. A method is described whereby the effect 
of errors that are correlated between different levels can 

be readily appreciated. 
The context of the discussion is in atmospheric remote 

sounding, but the concepts are sufficiently general that 
they may be applied to any type of profile retrieval from 
remote measurements. 

2. DEFINITIONS 

The "observing system" is the combination of the mea- 
suring instrument and the method of profile retrieval. The 
input to the observing system is an actual atmospheric 
profile, and its output is a retrieved profile. 

The "state vector" x is a vector of unknowns to be 

estimated from the measurements, describing the state of 
the atmosphere. Usually, it will be a profile of some 
quantity, given at a finite number n of levels, where 
n is large enough to represent the possible atmospheric 
variations adequately. However, it may in principle 
comprise any set of relevant variables, such as coefficients 
for a representation of the profile; see section 8 below. 
Unless otherwise stated, the discussion below will assume 
that x is a profile. 

The "measurement" y is a vector of m measured 
quantities. Often m << n, and the inverse problem is 
formally ill-posed. Measurements are made to a finite 
accuracy, with measurement error ey assumed to be 
normally distributed with mean zero and known error 
covariance S•. 

The "forward model" F characterizes the measurement 

y, describing how it depends on the state vector x. It 
may be an algebraic or algorithmic description. 
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y = b) + 

where b is a vector of n b model parameters (such as 
spectral line data, calibration parameters, etc.) that are 
not perfectly known to the observer. They are a possible 
source of random or systematic differences between cal- 
culated and measured values of y. The forward model 
should contain all of the physics of the measurement, 
to an accuracy far better than the measurement can be 
made to. If only an approximate model is available, then 
its accuracy should be quantifiable; if it is not, then the 
measurement is of no value. The error analysis requires 
an accurate forward model, which is not necessarily the 
same as any forward model that might be used as part of 
the inverse model. If the latter is approximate, its errors 
will be automatically allowed for by the method described 
here. 

Thus we assume that the forward model represents the 
physics of the measurement accurately; forward model er- 
rors must be characterized only in terms of model pa- 
rameters. Note that in some works on inverse theory, the 
term "model parameter" is used to denote the quantity 
called state vector here. In fact, the distinction between 
them is vague; the measurement depends on the model 
parameters, so they could be regarded as quantities to be 
retrieved. We categorize as model parameters those quan- 
tities which might be part of the state vector but are not 
being retrieved from the measurements. 

For the purpose of error analysis we may linearize the 
forward model about some reference state (•:,•) which 
may be the true state x, the retrieved state •c, an 
ensemble mean, or any arbitrary state, as required. 

_ + + y = 
We define the weighting function Kr as 0F/0x, so called 
because in some cases it is normalized to unit area, in 
which case y-$ is a weighted mean of x-• with 
weights given by the rows of Kx. Weighting functions 
give a broad idea of the information content of a set 
of me•urements, in that they show the part of the 
profile that is represented by each me•urement. However, 
even if they have well-defined peaks their width does 
not necessarily give a good indication of the verticM 
resolution, • this depends on both the width of the 
individuM peaks and their spacing. 

We Mso define Kb to be the sensitivity 0F/0b of the 
me•urement to the forward model parameters. If the 
derivatives in the linearization cannot be expressed 
brMcMly, they may be evMuated numedcMly by pertur• 
ing the forward model. 

The "inverse model" I describes how the retrieved state 

• is obtMned from the me•urement: 

• = •(y, b, •) (•) 

where c is a vector of parameters used in the retrievM 
that do not appear in the forward model, i.e., are 
unconnected with the me•urements, but may re•onab]y 
be varied, for example, a priori data. The inverse model 
may be an explicit MgebrMc function or may be defined 
algorithmicMly. 

For the purpose of error anMysis we Mso linearize the 
inverse model: 

- 0I 0I (b - •}) + 0I (c- •.) (4) = b, e) + - y) + 
and define the contribution function Dy as 0I/0y, so 
called because each column of D is the contribution to 

the solution due to a unit change in the corresponding 
element of y. We also define Db and De to be the 
sensitivities •I/Ob and OI/Oc of the inverse model to the 
model parameters. 

In the error analysis we must take care when assigning 
errors to the model parameters. For example, b takes its 
exact value as far as the observing system is concerned 
but takes an estimated value • when it appears in 
the inverse model, or when the forward model is being 
evaluated by the observer. The identification of model 
parameters may not be straightforward. For example, 
calibration coefficients are forward model parameters, and 
the observing system knows their true values but the 
observer must use estimated values. This fact can easily 
be overlooked if the forward model is formulated to give 
scientific units, and the measurement y is precalibrated 
and also presented in scientific units. 

3. REQUIREMENTS FOR A RETRIEVAL 

The error analysis presented below does not require 
the inverse model to produce even a qualitatively "good" 
retrieval and can be applied to any arbitrary function of 
the measurements. However, it was felt worthwhile to 
discuss the criteria that ought to be met for • to be 
an acceptable retrieval. In this section we discuss the 
the basic requirement that the measurement should be 
reproduced to some appropriate accuracy when •r and • 
are inserted in the forward model. We would also expect 
the profile to be consistent with whatever is known a 
priori about its physics and climatology (although a priori 
information can be wrong, of course). 

What accuracy is appropriate? If we knew the true 
profile x, then we could calculate a measurement F(x, •) 
which would differ from the actual measurement F(x, b)+ 
qt by qt - Kb(•- b). This difference should have an 
expected value of zero, and a covariance S, = S• + 
KbSbK•, where Sb is the error covariance of •. It 
would be re•onable for the retrieved profile • to give 
a corresponding $ = F(•, •) which differs from the •tuM 
me•urement by an amount consistent with S,. A suitabl• 
me•urement of consistency is a X 2 test. If we define $y 
• y- •, then 

X 2 = •yTS•Sy (5) 
which must satisfy, for example, the 99% confidence limits 
for m + nb degrees of freedom. (It should be pointed out 
that this is not intended to be used • a convergence 
criterion in an iterative retrievM method.) 

We can go further than this, by examining the distri- 
butions of $y and X 2 over an ensemble of me•urements 
and corresponding retrievMs. It might be thought that 
X 2 would form a X 2 distribution, with m + nb degrees of 
freedom, and that $y would have a covariance S,. How- 
ever this will only be the c•e if the ensemble Mlows both 
ey and eb = •- b to vary randomly and independently. 
In practice, many components of e• will be constants, for 
example, spectrM line data errors, and will not contribute 
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variability to the solution. In the extreme case when all 
the elements of •b are constants, the ensemble mean of 
5y may be nonzero, and the covariance about this mean 
should be approximately S• rather than S•. 

When due allowance is made for the actual variability 
of •b in the ensemble, the X 2 can be used as a test of 
the inverse method. It should have a X 2 distribution, 
with a mean value of an appropriate number of degrees 
of freedom. If X 2 is too large, the inverse method is 
not doing a good enough job of fitting retrievals to the 
measurements, whilst if it is too small, then it is doing too 
good a job, and measurement error is being misinterpreted 
as real information. 

In practice, it is difficult to avoid misinterpreting 
measurement error as real information. For example, 
an error in an absorption coefficient will lead to a 
compensating error in a retrieved absorber amount, and 
noise cannot be completely separated from signal, even by 
an optimal estimator. Therefore a proper error analysis 
should always be carried out, so that these effects are 
understood. 

4. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE RETRIEVAL 

If we ignore for the moment the errors in measurements 
and model parameters, we can relate the retrieval to the 
unknown profile by a transfer function T: 

i = I(r(x, b), b, c) = b, c) 

The way to understand the nature of the retrieved state 
vector is to study this transfer function. If we linearize 
with respect to x about a reference state i, and use the 
definitions of the D and K matrices, we obtain 

• = •"(•, b, c) + O•K•(x- •) (7) 

Thus components of the solution corresponding to depar- 
tures of the profile from • are smoothed by the operator 

0T 

= = (s) 
Following Backus and Gilbert [1970], we call rows of this 
square matrix the "averaging kernel" The retrieval at 
any location is an average of the whole profile weighted 
by this row. Columns may be thought of as the response 
of the observing system to a t;-function disturbance. A 
f-function disturbance in the re• profile will be reflected 
in the retriev• • the shape of a column of A. For many 
retriev• methods, numeric• simulation of the f-function 
response may be the best way of ev•uating A. 

For an "ide•"observing system, A will be a unit 
matrix, but this is often not the c•e. Norm•ly, the 
rows and columns will represent peaked functions, with 
the width of the peak of either being a qu•itative 
me•ure of the resolution of the observing system. Menke 
[1984] c•ls A the •model re•lution matrix" for this 
re,on. The shape of the averaging kernel is an important 
characteristic of an observing system, • it not only 
indicates resolution but can •so be used to detect a 

misle•ing retriev• if the shape is other than a simple 
peak. See section 9 for an example of this. 

Resolution h• •ways been a vague concept with many 
possible definitions, the most appropriate one to u• 

depending on the context. We could use the Rayleigh 
criterion, and define it as the separation at which two 
fi functions in the profile can just be distinguished, but 
fi functions are not typical of atmospheric phenomena, 
so this may not be helpful. We could define it as the 
wavelength of a sinusoidal disturbance that can just be 
detected, but resolution can vary with height, whilst the 
wavelength of a sinusoid does not. Further, the detection 
limit is hard to define. 

Resolution could be defined as the width, in some 
sense, of the averaging kernel or the f-function response. 
There are many ways of defining width, for example, as 
the full width at half height, or in terms of the second 
moment about the mean. In formalizing this, we note that 
resolution is only a valid concept for continuous functions, 
so A(z,z •) must be translated from the matrix form A, 
using the appropriate profile representation. We first 
define a(z)= f A(z,z')dz', the area of the the averaging 
kernel for height z. Then the second moment width w(z) 
is 

= A(z,z')(z' - (9) 

where 

oo •'(z) = z'A(z, z')dz?a(z) (10) 
J-oo 

However, these definitions do not give satisfactory results 
with functions with negative excursions or broad and 
oscillatory wings, because it is possible for the integrals 
to be negative or zero. Backus and Gilbert [1970] used the 
following definition of the width of the averaging kernel 
as their definition of "spread", and developed a retrieval 
method that trades off spread against measurement noise: 

/ (z- ' 
The factor 12 ensures that a boxcar function has a spread 
equal to its width. The Backus-Gilbert spread has proved 
to be a satisfactory definition of resolution, notably for 
their inverse method which it is minimized. 

5. ERROR ANALYSIS 

For the error analysis we must include measurement 
error ½y and note that the inverse model uses our best 
estimates I• and/:, whilst the measuring system uses exact 
values of the model parameter b, and does not use c at 
all: 

= b) + i,, e) 

If we linearize about (•,•,•.) and use the definitions of 
the D and K matrices, we obtain 

i = T(i, •, •.) + DyKz(x- i) + DyKb(b- •o) + Dyey (13) 

Linearization about the true state (x, b, c) might be more 
appropriate, but as it is not known, it would not be 
possible to evaluate anything there. We can rearrange 
equation (13) to give the total error in a retrieval: 
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i - x = [T(X, 6, •.) - X] + (A - I)(x - X) + D•K•g• + D•g• 
(14) 

where I is a unit matrix. We have written % for 
b- 6, representing the uncertainty in our knowledge of 
these quantities. Uncertainty in our knowledge of c only 
appears in the term T(•, 6, •.) at this stage. This will be 
discussed later. Equation (14) gives some insight into the 
nature of the transfer function. Each of the terms makes 

its own contribution to the overall error budget of the 
retrieval as follows: 

Null-Space Error 

There are two ways of viewing the smoothing implied 
by the averaging kernel, we either accept that the re- 
trieved profile is this particular function of the true pro- 
file, or we examine the statistics of the difference between 
the two. This difference we call the null-space error, as it 
corresponds to those portions of profile space that cannot 
be measured by the observing system. For any one pro- 
file, the null-space error is (A- I)(x- x). The statistics 
of this error can be estimated only if we have indepen- 
dent estimates of the statistics of x-x, and in particular 
the coverlance S• of its variability. The null-space error 
coverlance is then 

5N = (A - l)5r(A - I) T (l•) 

In some cases, where there are many independent high- 
resolution measurements, it is possible to estimate S•, 
but in other cases it may be difficult to obtain a good 
value. Often a realistic estimate of the diagonal elements 
Szz (the variances at each level) will be available, and 
if the off-diagonal elements (the interlevel coverlances) 
are unknown, a conservative assumption is to set them 
to zero. (This gives the estimate of the ensemble 
probability density function which has maximum entropy, 
or minimum information.) If some idea of the length scale 
I of correlations is available, then an expression such as 

Szz, = ($zzSz,z,) « exp(-(z- z')2/l •) (16) 
can be used. If an artificial coverlance matrix is to be 

constructed in this way, it must be positive definite. 

Measurement Error 

As seen in equation (14), the contribution of measure- 
ment error cy directly to error in the retrieval is Dycy. 
This has error covariance 

SM -- DyS•Dy T (17) 
Often S• is diagonal, if the elements of y are measured 
independently. In any case it should be possible to 
calculate it on the basis of the design and laboratory 
calibration of the instrument. 

Model Parameter Errors 

Errors c0 in the forward model parameters may be 
random or systematic, or more generally they may vary 
on any time scale. Nevertheless, 1• is a best estimate, 
with an error covariance So which should be known. This 
translates into a contribution to the retrieval error with 

coverlance given by 

Ss - AbSbA. b T (18) 
Systematic error due to bias in the inverse model 

relative to the forward model is given by T(•,•,b.)- •. 
This will clearly not necessarily be zero for any particular 
•, but the inverse model can be redefined if appropriate 
by subtracting this quantity from the solution. 

The contribution due to uncertainty in the inverse 
model parameters b. will be discussed in section 7. 

The overall error in the retrieval thus comprises three 
elements, (1) null-space error, (2) measurement error and 
(3) model error. To compare different observing systems, 
we must compare all these and note especially that the 
total random error is the sum of the null-space and 
measurement errors, plus any random components in the 
model error. 

6. CHARACTERIZATION OF CORRELATED ERRORS 

Error bars on scalar quantities are easy to understand, 
but when there are correlated errors in our knowledge 
of different quantities such as the elements of a vector 
x, as expressed by an error coverlance matrix S, it 
becomes more difficult to understand the implications. 
The diagonal elements of S are the error variances of 
the elements of x, but if the off-diagonal elements show 
that the errors are highly correlated, then we have more 
information about x than is the case if the off-diagonal 
elements are small. One way of conceptualizing the 
error coverlance matrix is to diagonalize it, i.e. find its 
eigenvalues hi and eigenvectors li, such that Sli = Aili. In 
this case S is symmetric, and the matrix of eigenvectors 
L can be normalized so that L -I- L T. Consequently, S 
can be decomposed as 

S = Z )qlil/T = Z eie/T (19) 
i i 

1 

The orthogonal quantities ei = •li can be thought of as 
"error patterns", the multidimensional equivalent of error 
bars. The error in x is a sum of these error patterns, each 
multiplied by a random factor ai having unit variance 

C• -- Z aiei (20) 
i=1 

When applied to the total error coverlance S$ +SN +SM 
this analysis never seems to clarify the nature of the 
errors as much as one might wish, but if it is applied to 
the individual components separately, it can give a useful 
insight into the error characteristics. Some examples are 
given in section 9. 

7. EFFECT OF A PRIORI 

Particular concern is often expressed about the contri- 
bution of a priori data to the retrieval, so a few words 
are in order here to illustrate how this may be under- 
stood. A priori is taken to mean many things, for exam- 
ple, the starting point of an ad hoc iteration, which may 
or may not affect the outcome, a constraint expressed by 
a representation, or an independent estimate of the state 
obtained from sources other than the direct measurement 

(a "virtual" measurement). For the purpose of the error 
analysis, we only consider the latter type. These may be 
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thought of as what the inverse model takes the profile to 
be in the absence of any re•! measurements. Thus if mea- 
surements corresponding to the a priori are used in the 
inverse model, the output should be the a priori profile, 
unchanged. 

If we take the linearization point • in equations (13) 
and (14) to be the a priori profile x a, then we obtain 

i = x a + A(x - x a) + DyKb•b + Dy• 
= Ax + (I- A)x a + D•Kb• + D•e• (21) 

because, according to our assumption about the nature 
of a priori, T(xa,f•,b.)= x a. Thus we can express the 
retrieval as a linear combination of the true profile and the 
a priori, with matrix weights A and I- A, respectively, 
plus contributions from experimental error in b and y. 
The sensitivity of the retrieval to changes in the a priori 
is given by 

Da= 0x a =I-A (22) 
Thus errors in a priori data are multiplied by the matrix 
factor I- A in the retrieved profile. 

Scalar weights are easy to understand, matrix weights 
are less so. One way to understand how matrix weights 
affect the solution is to use an eigenvector decomposition, 
as we did before. If the matrix of eigenvectors of A 
is U, so that AU--UA and U-1A = AU -1 then 
premultiplying equation (21) by U -i, and ignoring the 
terms involving random error, gives 

= nV-x + n)V-x 
Let us think of the columns of U, i.e., the eigenvectors of 
A, as a representation of x, i.e., x -- Uu, where the vector 
u forms the representation coefficients. Thus u = U-Ix, 
and the equation simplifies to f• = Au+(I-A)a. This can 
be separated into components, showing that the elements 
of fa are scalar weighted means of the corresponding 
elements of u and u a' 

= + - (24) 

Thus we can decompose the state vector into patterns, 
some of which (those with hi ~ 1) will be well reproduced 
by the measurement system, and others (with hi ~ 0) that 
will come mainly from the a priori vector. 

As mentioned in section 2, a priori data can be 
regarded as one component of c, the inverse model 
parameters, because they affect the retrieval without 
entering the forward model. Let the a priori state vector 
estimate be x a. Separate out the a priori from c explicitly 
in equation (12) and rewrite it as 

• = I(F(x, b) + e•, •, x a , •) 
where • now represents any inverse model parameters that 
are not included in x a. The sensitivity of the retriev• to 
a priori is Da = OI/Ox a, which must be equ• to I-A, 
• shown above. If we •sume that the 'correct' v•ue of 

x a is x, then the contribution to the tot• error from this 
source is Da(xa-x). The error covariance due to a priori 
error is therefore DaSaD• where Sa is the covariance of 
x about x a. This is not a new source of error, it is 
identic• to the null-sp•e error (compare with equation 
(15)). Norm•ly, xa and Sa will be the same • the R 
and Sx referred to in the di•ussion of null-sp•e error. 

Another conceptual approach is to consider a priori 
as a direct measurement with weighting functions equal 
to a unit matrix and with error covariance Sa and use 
it in an inverse model which has no explicit a priori. 
It is straightforward to show that the error covariance 
attributable to x a obtained in this case would also be 

DaSaDa T. 
For those inverse methods that do not appear to use a 

priori data explicitly, it may be helpful to try to identify 
an implicit a priori. For ill-posed inverse problems, there 
must always be some implicit a priori to provide profile 
information in the null space. For well-posed problems, 
there may not be one. The implicit a priori is any 
profile (or class of profiles) that is unchanged by the 
transfer function. Its value can be constructed by solving 
x a = T(x a, •, •.), if it has a solution. 

8. REPRESENTATIONS 

The state vector x can in principle describe all the un- 
knowns, at infinite resolution where relevant. In practice, 
we must use only a finite number of unknowns, so con- 
tinuous profiles must be represented by, for example, an 
expansion in terms of some finite set of functions such 
as linear splines, polynomials, Fourier series, eigenvectors, 
etc. The error analysis must account for the error involved 
in an inadequate representation, or provide a rationale for 
c•oos•ng a ,•p, .......... n that is "good enough". T .., us 
regard the state vector x as comprising the coefficients 
of such a representation, rather than the original contin- 
uous representation. In this case the state vector may be 
shorter or longer than the the measurement vector, m < n 
or m > n, and the problem may or may not be formally 
ill-posed. 

The use of a representation creates its own null space, 
comprising all functions which cannot be represented by 
it. In the case of a linear representation it is all functions 
orthogonal to the basis vectors 1• of the representation. 

Let p be a vector of n elements, representing a profile 
at sufficiently high resolution that differences from a 
continuous profile may safely be neglected. Let the 
coefficients x of a limited representation of p be written 
x = R(p), with x having r elements, r < n. Let the 
profile reconstructed from x be PR = Rl(x) ß Most 
representations will be linear, but if not we can always 
linearize for the purpose of error analysis and write 
x=Rp and PR=RIx=RIRp=ARp. In general, the 
representation will not be perfect, so AR • I and p • PR. 
To estimate the accuracy of the representation, we need 
to know the statistics of p- •. The error covariance for 
a representation of an ensemble of real profiles will be 

S,.• = (AR - I)Slo(AR - I) T 

This is the error in the representation of a real profile 
and is different from the error in the retrieved profile due 
to this source. The retrieval error is likely to be smaller, 
as the representation error will normally be in the fine 
structure not represented in the retrieval. In principle we 
can only estimate the extent to which a representation 
causes retrieval error if the forward model is formulated 

in terms of the high resolution profile, so we can define a 
transfer function between • and p: 
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i = Txp(p, b, c) = I(F(p, b), b, c) (26) point has been studied. The state vector x consists of 
which can be linearized as before: logarithms of layer amounts of ozone in a set of closely 

spaced layers, and the measurement vector y consists 
i-• = A•r(p-•)+ ... (27) of the logarithm of the measured albedo in 10 spectral 

bands, together with a measurement of total ozone that The averaging kernel matrix for x is A = Axpl• I, and is obtained from a separate nonlinear retrieval from three 
for p is App = l•Axp. Unfortunately, the only way spectral bands. Curve A is the weighting function for the 
to quantify the difference between the retrieval being total ozone measurement. 
analyzed, and a hypothetical full resolution retrieval, is 
to construct the full resolution retrieval. The error 

in x due to assuming that p is of the form required 
by the representation is Axp(I- At)p, with covariance 
Axp(l - Ar)Sp(l - ArT)AxTp. 

9. EXAMrLES 

The retrieval approach analyzed is similar to, but not 
the same in detail as, that used by the SBUV team. It is 
a simple-minded maximum likelihood retrieval [Rodgers, 
1976, equation (21)], chosen for algebraic convenience. 
It is assumed that the measurement noise covariance 

Se = 10-4I, i.e., 1% in all channels with no interchannel 
correlation, and that the a priori covariance Sa is of 

As an illustration, the above concepts have been ap- the form given by equation (16) with i = 5 km and 
plied to the Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet (SBUV) ozone Szz=0.04, i.e., a 20% variance in ozone layer amount. 
sounding instrument on Nimbus 7 [Heath et al., 1975]. This form is qualitatively reasonable, but it has been 
A simplified retrieval method has been chosen for the chosen for illustration only, and should not be used for 
the purpose of illustration, rather than that used by serious retrievals without validation. 
NASA for operational retrievals. Examples of the appli- Sensitivity to model error has not been included in 
cation to operational algorithms will be found in chapter this illustration, as the full SBUV forward model was not 
3 of the report of the NASA/WMO Ozone Trends Panel easily available. This will be found in the Ozone Trends 
[World Meteorological Organisation, 1990], where the anal- Panel report. 
yses have been carried out by the data processing teams of The contribution functions Dy for this retrieval may be 
a variety of ozone sounding instruments (SBUV, Umkehr, written [Rodgers, 1976] as 
the Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment, the Solar 
Mesosphere Explorer and the Limb Infrared Monitor of Dy =SaKT(KSaK T -i-Se) -1 
the Stratosphere). Connor and Rodgers [1989] have also = (S• '1 q- KTs•'IK)-IKTs• -1 (28) 
used the approach to compare the onion peeling and op- 
timal estimation methods for retrieval of profiles from a where the subscript z has been dropped from K• for 
limb sounder. clarity. They are given in Figure 2, showing that 

A set of weighting functions for SBUV is shown in each channel contributes in a complicated way to the 
Figure 1, which depend on an assumed mean ozone profile overall profile, although there is a slight tendency for the 
as a linearization point. Only this one linearization information to be put into the profile in the same general 
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Fig. 1. Weighting functions for the SBUV ozone sounding instru- Fig. 2. Contribution functions for a maximum likelihood retrieval. 
merit. Alphabetical labeling corresponds to Figure 1. 
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altitude region as the peak of the corresponding weighting 
function. 

Figure 3 shows the averaging kernels, A = DvK , 
illustrating how the retrieval smooths the true profile. The 
retrieved state vector element at the altitude indicated is a 

weighted mean of the true state vector, with the averaging 
kernal as a weight. For clarity, these are not plotted at 
every level. The width of the primary peak of each curve 
is a measure of the resolution of the observing system. 
Note that the retrieval at the top two levels shown (for 
62 and 69 km) does not correspond to the true profile 
around these levels as there is little information in the 

measurements here. Similarly, the retrieval below about 
20 km (curves for 6 and 13 km) does not correspond well 
to the true ozone below 20 km for the same reason. 

From equation (15) and the above expression for Dr, 
the null-space error covariance is 

SN = (S• 1 + KTs•'IK)-IS•I(S• 1 + KTs• 
Figure 4 shows the nine largest null-space error patterns. 
These are proportional to the eigenvectors of SN, showing 
orthogonal structures that the observing system cannot 
see. Errors in the profiles due to this source, as with the 
measurement noise error patterns, will be a linear combi- 
nation of these functions, with random coefficients having 
unit variance. These vectors tend to have larger values 
at the top and •- ..... of ,t• plot, ..a.•.• there is little 
information about the true profile in the measurements. 
Further, they all have a fairly short scale vertical struc- 

•ture, somewhat shorter than the width of the averaging 
kernels, but not very short. The a priori covariance ma- 
trix chosen allows little variability on scales much shorter 
than 5 km, so very fine scales do not appear. 

60 X•• - 
I /ll\-. ,62 - 
/ /flP. I " x 

_ , 

o- ' 
- .04 O. 0.04 0.08 0.12 

Fig. 3. Averaging kernels for selected altitudes. Curves are 
labeled with the altitude in Kilometers. 
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Fig. 4. The nine largest null-space error patterns. 

Using equations (13) and (27), the measurement error 
covariance is 

S M ---- (S• 1 + KTs•'IK)-IKTs•'IK($• 1 + KTs•'IK) -1 
(30) 

Error patterns for the contribution of measurement noise 
to the overall error are shown in Figure 5. Patterns with 
broader scale structure generally correspond to smaller 
errors, as there is information in the measurements to 
determine these components well. Patterns with short 
vertical scale also give small error, as the inverse model 
does not attempt to determine these, information on this 
scale coming from the a priori profile. Larger errors 
are associated with intermediate scale patterns, on a 
scale comparable with the weighting function or averaging 
kernel width. 

The errors of the retrieval at each level are given in 
Figure 6. Curve B is the total residual standard deviation, 
or the total error ignoring interlevel correlations. This is 
simply the square root of the diagonal of the total random 
error 

SM + SN ---- (S• '1 + KTs•'IK) -1 (31) 
Curve A gives the component due to measurement noise, 
SM. These curves are simply the root-sum-squares of 
the corresponding error patterns, which clearly give more 
detailed information. 

An ensemble of retrieved profiles will not have the same 
covariance as that of the corresponding ensemble of real 
profiles. from equations (8) and (9), and ignoring model 
errors, the solution ensemble covariance is 

ASaA T + DvS•Dy = saKT(KSaK T + S•)-IKSa (32) 
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Fig. 5. Error patterns due to instrmnental noise. 
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Fig. 7. Solution ensemble eigenvectors scaled by the square root 
of the eigenvalue. 

where the covariance of the ensemble of real profiles has 
been taken to be the same as Sa. Figure 7 shows the 
eigenvectors of the covariance of an ensemble of solu- 
tions, multiplied by the square root of the corresponding 
eigenvector. These are similar to the error patterns, but 
describe the ensemble rather than the error, a retrieved 
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Fig. 6. The rms error due to instrtunental noise (curve A) and 
the total rms error (curve B). 

profile can be thought of as being made up of the mean 
state vector • plus a linear combination of these patterns, 
with coefficients that will have arms value of unity. This 
indicates the kind of structure that can be measured with 

the SBUV instrument and this retrieval approach. Inci- 
dentally, these patterns can be used to set up an efficient 
profile representation, with only eight or nine coefficients, 
by using only the patterns which have a significant am- 
plitude. 

The retrieved profile is related to the true profile and 
the a priori by 

•: x. -I- D•K(x- x.): Ax -I- (I- A)x. (33) 

which is of the same form as equation (21). As discussed 
in section 7, the contribution of a priori to the retrieval 
can be described in terms of the eigenvectors of the 
averaging kernel matrix A. The largest nine eigenvalues 
of A and the corresponding eigenvectors are shown in 
Figure 8. The first four eigenvalues are essentially unity, 
implying that the a priori data contribute nothing to 
components of the solution with this vertical structure. 
The next three or four vectors correspond to vertical 
structure where both the measurements and the a priori 
contribute. At scales shorter than this only the a priori 
contributes, the measurements have nothing to say. 

10. SUMMARY 

A formal error analysis for profile retrieval can be estab- 
lished, which is independent of the nature of the retrieval 
method, provided that the measurement process can be 
modeled adequately. The error separates naturally into 
three components, (1) random error due to measurement 
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Fig. 8. The first nine eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the averaging 
kernel matrix. 

4. Calculate the error covariance due to measurement 

error DyS•D• T. 
5. Calculate the bias of the inverse model T(i,b,c)- 

i and the systematic error covariances AbSbAb T and 
AcScAc T. 

6. If possible, construct an ensemble covariance Sr 
describing the possible variation of the profile and cal- 
culate the null-space error covariance (l- I)S,(A- I) 
describing the components of profile variability that the 
observing system cannot see. 

7. If required for understanding, compute the error 
patterns of each of the error covariance matrices, and the 
eigenvectors of A to characterize the contribution of a 
priori data to the retrieval. 

The basic set of diagnostics for characterizing errors will 
consist of (1) the averaging kernels, (2) the measurement 
noise error patterns and the level-by-level rms error, (3) 
the inverse model bias, and (4) the model parameter 
error patterns. This set characterizes all the terms in 
the expression for the total error (equation (14)). 
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noise, (2) model error due to uncertain model parame- 
ters and inverse model bias, and (3) null-space error due 
to the inherent finite vertical resolution of the observing 
system, and lack of information outside the range of the 
weighting functions. A recipe is given for evaluating each 
of the components in any particular case. 

Most of the error terms appear as covariance matrices, 
rather than simple error variances. These matrices can 
be interpreted in terms of Kerror patterns", which are 
statistically independent contributions to the total error. 
They are the multidimensional equivalent of error bars. 

A full error analysis of a remote sounding observing 
system, in the neighborhood of some state i, includes the 
following calculations: 

1. Obtain the contribution function matrix Dy, alge- 
braically or by perturbing the inverse model. 

2. Obtain the averaging kernel matrix A, algebraically 
or by perturbing the transfer function. Spatial resolution 
of the observing system is described by the rows or the 
columns of 

3. Obtain the sensitivities to systematic errors Ab and 
Ac by perturbing the transfer function with respect to 
the model parameters b and c. 
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